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My life experiences make me qualified for the work that I do. 
My struggles, health issues, trauma and most importantly my resilience that has gotten me through. 
 
I am a peer researcher or PRA for short. Proud, passionate and grateful are some of the words that 
come to mind. 
A strong woman using my skills in research to advocate for good health and support for my peers and I. 
 
There are many other PRA’s advocating for themselves and their peers just like me. 
That are part of the research process that is building their capacity. 
 
A team of people with different skills working for what’s right.    
Coming together with similar purposes and values, a common goal and fight. 
 
Us PRA’s are team of beautifully broken pieces that have been put back together to help others. 
A close community like family, my sisters and brothers. 
 
Living library‘s giving and taking 
Learning from all the stories and realities what what we’re facing. 
 
However, the dark side of this work can’t be denied. Substance use disorder, trauma, violence and 
depression turning into real people right before my eyes. 
 
I wish I would’ve known then what I know now. 
The judgement and stigma in my mind, I wouldn’t have allowed. 
 
The oppressive form in which we get paid has really made me frown. 
Sometimes the same system building us up can also bring us down. 
 
The hours, the love, the sweat and tears often go unseen. 
It’s worth it because of all the beautiful stories and what they mean. 
 
I’m a liaison between my peers and service providers, doctors and policymakers. 
Turning the pain, trauma and beauty in their words into data and academic papers. 
 
With the goal of bringing myself and my peers good health, harmony, peace I’m ridding them of strife. 
I do this work with love, empathy, gratitude and because I’m accredited by life. 
 
Thank you 
  
 
 
 
 


